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Abstract. The Multi-word Expressions (MWE) treatment is a very difficult problem for the Natural Language Processing in general and for Machine Translation in
particular. This is true because each word of a MWE can have a specific meaning
but the expression can have a totally different meaning both in source and in target language of a translation. The things are complicated also by the fact that the
source expression can appear in the source text under a very different form from
its form in a bilingual MWE dictionary (it can have some inflections) and, most of
all, it can have some extensions (some MWE words can have associated new words
that do not belong to the MWE). The paper show how this kind of problems can
be treated and solved using Generative Dependency Grammar with Features.
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Introduction

The translation problem of Multiword Expressions (MWE) is one of the most
difficult problems of machine translation and even human translation. As [15]
says, the MWE are ”a pain in the neck of natural language processing (NLP)”.
There are many types of MWE classified on different criteria [15] [5]. MWE
appear under different names and interpretations: collocations, compound
words, co-occurrences, idioms, fixed syntagmas, lexical solidarities, phraseologisms, phraseolexemes, polylexical expressions [5]. Not all these names are
fully equivalent but they have something in common: the fact that they are
concerned with groups of words that must always be considered as a whole.
The words that compose a MWE must have a representation that can indicate the fact that in an MWE instance into a text they can have eventually
different forms (can be inflected) or even they can be replaced by other words
that belong to some lexical classes. The MWE representation is specific to
each grammar type: HPSG [5], Lexicon Grammar [7], Tree Adjoining Grammar [18] etc.
The most important problems of the MWE are followings:
a) The means of the MWE can be very different from the sense of each
word of the MWE (the so called compositionality [1] or idiomaticity problem
[16]). Example: John kicked the proverbial bucket.
b) MWE can appear with its word on different inflected forms (morphological variation [16] [17]). Example: John turned on the light. John will turn
on the light.
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c) MWE appears under different form by passivization, topicalization,
scrambling, etc. (syntactic modification [1] or structural variation [17] [18]).
Example: He turned the tables on me, and then I turned them on him. [13]
d) MWE appears with different extensions attached to some words of
the expression (modifications [18]). Exemple: Il est à bout des nerfs.(He is
exhausted.)) Il est à bout maladif des nerfs. (He is illy exhausted.)
e) MWE appears with different inserted word that some times are not
directly linked with the expression words. Example: He moved John to tears.
He moved a lot of people to tears.
f) MWE appears with different words that have similar sense (lexical
variation [17] [18]). Example: John sweep the dust under the carpet (rug,
mat) [13].
Solutions for these problems are not easy to find and perhaps, the great
number of names of MWE are due (partially) to the fact that each sort of
representation solves some aspects of the problems.
In this paper we will show a very general method to MWE representation
based on Generation Dependency Grammar with Feature (GDGF) [2] [3] that
solves many of these problems and can be used in machine translation (MT).

2

Representation of MWE in GDGF

We will show in an informal manner how MWE can be represented in GDGF.
A more formal definition of GDGF can be found in [2] [3]. Let us have Es a
source expression from a text (phrase) Ts in the language with a lexicon Ls
and Et a target expression (equivalent with Es ) in the translation Tt (of the
text Ts ) in the language with the lexicon Lt . Es and Et can have a different
number of words and sometimes with different senses (if we take the words
one by one). In a bilingual phraseological dictionary (or MWE dictionary)
that contains the correspondences between the expressions belonging to two
languages Ls and Lt , EDs and EDt are the expressions in a basic form (”lemmatized form”) corresponding to Es and Et . Es is different from EDs (it can
be inflected or can have some insertions of other words, linked or not with
the words of Es by dependency relations. We will note Ex the extension of
the EDs in Es . Ex will contain all the words that have dependency relations
with the word from Es . In the translation process Es must be searched in the
MWE dictionary (though it is not identical with EDs ) and the extension Ex
must also be considered in order to create a similar extension for Et .
The texts Ts (and Es ) and the entry EDs (with its equivalence EDt ) in
MWE dictionary will be represented in GDGF.
A GDGF is a rule collection. Each rule has in the left hand a non terminal
and in right hand a syntactic part and a dependency part. The syntactic
part is a sequence of non-terminals/terminals/pseudo-terminals/proceduralactions (ntpa). Each ntpa from the syntactic part have associated an Attribute
Value Tree (AVT) that describes the syntactical/lexical categories and their
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values. The dependency part is a dependency tree (dependencies between
the ntpa-s from the syntactic part). Terminals are words that belongs to
the lexicon (Ls or Lt in our case). Non-terminals are labels (symbols) for
grammar categories (and are considered to not belonging to the lexicons Ls
or Lt ). Each non-terminal appears at least one time in the left side of a rule
(with the exception of one symbol named root symbol). A pseudo-terminal
is a sort of non-terminal that does not appear in the left side of a rule but it
can be replaced directly by a word from the lexicon. A procedural-action (or
action) is a routine that must be executed in order to identify the symbols
from the text (for example a routine that identify a number).
In the MWE dictionary, an Es (and the corresponding Et ) is represented
only by one rule so it will not contain ntpa but only terminals, pseudoterminals, actions (tpa). The left part of the right side of this rule will contain
only tpa-s and the right part of the right side (the dependency tree) will be
a final tree.
Until now all the GDGF description is conform to [2] [3]. We will introduce
now something that is specific to the MWE treatment.
Each tpa from EDs will have associated a ”type of variability”. There are
three types of variability: invariable, partial variable and total variable.
a) Invariable tpa. A tpa is invariable, if it appears always in any context
in the same form (so it will have associated always the same AVT or an AVT
that subsumes the corresponding AVT from the MWE dictionary).
b) Partial variable tpa. A tpa is partial variable, if it has the same lemma
(and lexical class) in all the apparitions of the expression in different contexts,
and it has different lexical categories (it can be inflected).
c) Total variable tpa. A tpa is total variable, if it is any word (accepted
by the grammar in the corresponding position), in all the apparitions of the
expression in different contexts. More of this, in the source text, this tpa can
be also a coordinate relation.
Example
Let us have the Romanian expression ”a abate pe cineva de la calea cea
dreapta” and an English equivalent ”to lead somebody astray”. The grammar
rule for the Romanian expression is the following (we will do not indicate
completely the AVTs):
<EDs > -> (”a abate” [class = verb] ”pe” [class = preposition] ”cineva”
[class = pronoun] [pronoun type = indefinite] ”de la” [class = preposition]
”calea” [class = noun] [gender = feminine] ”cel” [class = pronoun] [pronoun
type = demonstrative] [gender = feminine] [gender = feminine] ”dreapta”
[class = adjective] [gender = feminine], ”a abate” ( @r1 @( ”pe”( @r2 @(
”cineva”()))), @r4 @( ”de la”( @r5 @( ”calea”( @r6 @( ”dreapta”()), @r7 @(
”cel”())))))))
(Observations: In the rule, the terminals are lemmas. The inflected form
is indicated by AVT. That is why the word ”cea” from expression appears as
”cel”.)
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The relations can have more intuitive names like ”relations between noun
and attribute” but we used only generic names like r1 , r2 , etc.
The grammar rule for the corresponding English expression is:
<EDt > -> ( ”to lead” [class = verb] ”somebody” [class = pronoun] [pronoun
type = indefinite] ”astray” [class = adverb], ”to lead”( @r8 @( ”somebody”()),
@r9 @( ”astray” ())))
We will define a correspondence between cineva() and somebody(), both
being of total variable type:
Correspondence cineva() / somebody()
The Romanian expression can appear in a context like: ”... au abatut pe
Ion si Maria de la calea cea dreapta ...”. The corresponding final rule will be:
<Ts > = (...”a abate” [class = verb] [mode = indicative] [person = III]
[number = present] [time = perfect] ”pe” [class = preposition] ”Ion” [class
= noun] [noun type = proper] ”si” [class = conjunction] ”Maria” [class =
noun] [noun type = proper] ”de la” [class = preposition] ”calea” [class = noun]
[number = singular] ”cel” [class = pronoun] [pronoun type = demonstrative]
[gender = feminine] [number = singular] ”dreapta” [class = adjective] [number
= singular] [gender = feminine] ..., ...”a abate”( @r1 @( ”pe”( @r2 @( @r3 @(
”Ion”(), ”Maria”() /)))), @r4 @( ”de la”( @r5 @( ”calea”( @r6 @(”dreapta”()),
@r7 @(”cel”()))))))...)
In order to find the expression ”a abate pe cineva de la calea cea dreapta”
in the source text we must make an equivalence between ”cineva”() and
@r3 @( ”Ion”(), ”Maria”() / ) that is a conjunctive relation represented as a
coordinate relation. This is possible if we declare ”cineva”() as ”total variable”. In the target expression, the terminal somebody() will be substituted
by the coordinate relation @r3 @( ”Ion” (),”Maria” () / ).

3

Transformation rules

Between the nodes (of type terminal / pseudo-terminal / action / relation tpar) from the two expressions EDs and EDt we will indicate some transformation rules. There are two types of transformation rules (see figure 1):
a) Transformation rule of type ”correspondence” between two nodes indicates that the two tpar-s are relatively equivalent in the two expressions.
This means that tpar from EDt , during the translation process, will take over
all the links (with their descendants) corresponding to tpar from Es (that
contains the links from EDs but also the links from the extension Ex of EDs
in Ts ). We will consider the following convention: if between two tpar-s from
the two expressions EDs and EDt exists a correspondence, then they are of
the same invariable, partial variable or total variable type. A source tpar or
a target tpar can appear at most in a transformation of type correspondence.
b) Transformation rule of type ”transfer” between tpa1 from EDs and tpa2
from EDt indicates the fact that the two tpa-s are not equivalent in the two
expressions but, if tpa1 from EDs has some links that goes to the extension
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Ex of the expression Es (that corresponds to EDs ), then all these links with
their descendents will be taken over by tpa2 from EDt (in order to obtain
Et ). A transfer can not be defined between two relations.

EDs

EDt

NDs

NDt

Et

Es
Nt

Ns

Ss
EX

St
ss

st

Ts

Tt
Equivalent

Fig. 1. Correspondences and transfers treatment

A source tpa that appears in correspondences or transfers is said to have
nonexclusive relationships, i.e. it can have in Ts some links that go to the
extension Ex of Es .
A source tpa that do not appear in correspondences or transfers is said
to have exclusive relationships, i.e. it can not have links in Ts that go to the
extension Ex . These names are explained by the followings:
- If a source tpa is nonexclusive then it can have some descendents in
the extension of the expression and these descendents must be attached (by
correspondence or transfer) to a target tpa from the target expression, so, in
this case, tpa must have a correspondence or a transfer.
- If a source tpa is exclusive, then it can not have descendents in the
extension of the expression and it is not useful to put it in a correspondence
or a transfer.
Not always is possible to transfer the elements from an extension of the
source expression to others nodes of the target expression. An important feature that we can associate to the tpa that is the target of a correspondence
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or transfer is the combination feature. Let us have a coordinate relation rx
= @relation name@ (a conjunction relation ”and” for example) and a tpa st
from target expression subordinated to another tpa tt by the relation rt . We
consider now the tpa ss from the extension of the source expression subordinate by the relation rs so that eq(rs ) = rt (the equivalent of rs from the
source language is rt in the target language) to another tpa ts from source expression. We suppose that between ts and tt was defined a ”correspondence”
or a ”transfer”. We suppose also that the equivalent of ts from the source
expression is eq(ts ) in the target expression. In this case the translation of the
source expression together with its extension using the MWE dictionary will
be made as follows: rx will be subordinated to tt , eq(ss ) will be subordinated
by eq(rs ), st will be subordinated by rt and eq(rs ) and rt will be coordinated
by rx . We will give later some examples to make the things more clear.
We make also the following important observation: the description in the
MWE must be done so that the heads of the source and target expressions
are always of the same type (both are relations or both are tpa-s).

4

Transformation cases

Besides the above notations we will use also the following notations too (see
figure 1):
Ns = A source node from Es (it is of type tpa).
Ss = The set of nodes (of type tpa or coordinated relations cr) linked to
Ns by subordinate relations belonging to the extension Ex of Es .
ns = The number of nodes from Ss .
Nt = A target node from (it is of type tpa).
St = The set of nodes linked with Nt by subordinate relations and formed
by the nodes that come from the MWE dictionary and by the nodes obtained
by previous transfer or correspondence operations.
nt = The current number of nodes from St .
NDs = The source node from MWE dictionary corresponding to Ns .
NDt = The target node associated by correspondence or transfer to NDt .
rx = A relation defined for a combination.
type(s) = The type of s (where s is a tpa node) i. e. the tuple formed by
lexical class of s and the relation by which it is subordinated to another node.
sr = Subordinate relation.
cr = Coordinate relation.
We will have type(ss ) = type(st ) if:
- eq(ss ) has the same lexical class with st ;
- if ss is subordinated by rs and st is subordinated by rt then eq(rs ) = rt .
We will have type(ss ) # type(st ) (# means not equal) if:
- eq(ss ) has the same lexical class with st ;
- if ss is subordinated by rs and st is subordinated by rt then eq(rs ) # rt .
We will have ss ~ st if:
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- eq(ss ) = st
- if ss is subordinated by rs and st is subordinated by rt , then eq(rs ) =
rt .
Using these notations we will present some transformation cases.
The transformations by correspondences or transfers using eventually the
combination feature are used in order to recognize in the source text not
only the MWE but also the MWE that have different extensions and in
order to translate these extended MWE more appropriately. For example
the expression ”ı̂n toiul noptii” in Romanian language that has the English
equivalent ”in the dead night” will be recognized also under the form ”ı̂n
toiul noptii negre” and translated under the form ”in the dead black night” if
between ”noapte” and ”night” will be indicated a correspondence.
The correspondence, transfers and combinations can be defined only for
tpa and not for relations.
A source element of a correspondence or a transfer can be:
- tpa with sr descendents;
- tpa with cr descendents;
- tpa without descendents.
A subordinate relation sr can be:
- sr with tpa descendents;
- sr with cr descendents.
A coordinate relation cr can be:
- cr with only cr descendents;
- cr with only tpa descendents;
- cr with tpa and cr descendents.
By combining these possibilities for the source and for the target element
we will have a lot of situations. Not all of these situations are useful in
practical cases.
When an element A of a source expression is in a correspondence or a
transfer relation with an element B of an equivalent target expression, the
descendents of A that go to the extension of the expression in which A appears
must be attached as descendents of B (by its equivalents). But B can have also
some descendents. In this case we must establish a method to put together
the descendents of A and the descendents of B.
We will consider the next transformation cases:
a) Both A and B have descendents. There are many situations:
Transformation case a1: The node ss is of type tpa and is linked with the
node Ns by subordinate relation rs . For each ss belonging to Ss that have
an st belonging to St so type(ss ) = type(st ) but eq(ss ) # st we will do the
followings:
- Create a new coordinate relation rx with two entries rx (1) and rx (2).
- Mark that the equivalent of ss is coordinated by rx (1).
- Mark that st is coordinated by rx (2).
- Mark that rx is linked with Nt .
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This type of treatment is named attachment by coordination.
The equivalences of the node ss and of its eventual descendents will be
transferred in the target language one by one.
Transformation case a2: The node ss is of type tpa and is linked with the
node Ns by subordinate relation rs . For each ss belonging to Ss so there is
not an st belonging to St and type(ss ) = type(st ) we will mark the fact that
eq(ss ) is subordinated by eq(rs ) to Nt .
This type of treatment is named attachment without coordination.
Transformation case a3: The node ss is of type tpa and is linked with the
node Ns by subordinate relation rs . For each ss belonging to Ss so there is
not an st belonging to St and ss ~ st we will do the followings:
- ss is subsumed by st and it will be ignored.
- rs is subsumed by rs and it will be ignored.
This type of treatment is named attachment by subsumption.
Source
expression

Target
expression

Target
expression

ts

tĠ

tĠ

rs

rt

rt2

rt

rt2

ss

st

st2

rx

st2
rt2

Source
expression
extension


eq(ss)

2
st

Fig. 2. Example of MWE dictionary entry

Transformation case a4: The node ss is of type coordinate relation and is
linked with the node Ns by a subordinate relation. For each ss belonging to
Ss we will mark that eq(ss ) is subordinated by eq(rs ) to Nt . It is as in case
(a2) an attachment without coordination.
b) A have descendents but B has not descendents. In this case the A
descendents will be passed to B without conflicts.
c) A has not descendents but B has descendents. In this case the problem
disappears because we have nothing to pass from A to B. B will remain with
its descendents.
d) Neither A nor B have descendents. In this case the problem disappears.
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This cases cover if not all the situations but a very large number of possible
situations.
Example
Let us have the expression ”a fi ı̂n gratiile cuiva” in Romanian language
and the equivalent expression ”être dans des bonnes grâces de qn.” in French
language (”to be liked by someone” or literally ”to be in the graces of someone”).
The grammar rule for the Romanian expression is (we will do not indicate
completely the AVTs) (remember that the terminals are lemmas):
<EDs > -> (”a fi” [class = verb] ”ı̂n” [class = preposition] ”gratie” [class =
nom] [gender = feminine] [article = articled] [article type = definite] ”cineva”
[class = pronoun] [pronoun type = indefinite] [case = genitive], ”a fi”( @r1 @(
”ı̂n”( @r2 @( ”gratie”( @3 @( ”cineva”())))))))
The grammar rule for the corresponding French expression is:
<EDt > -> (”être” [class = verb] ”dans” [class = preposition] ”le” [class
= article] [article type = definite] [gender = feminine] [number = plural]
”bon” [class = adjective] [gender = feminine] [number = plural] ”grâce” [class
= nom] [gender = feminine] ”de” [class = preposition] ”qn.” [class = pronoun] [pronoun type = indefinite], ”être”( @r4 @( ”dans”( @r5 @(( ”grâce”(
@r7 @(”le”()), @r6 @( ”bon”()), @r8 @( ”de” ( @r9 @( ”qn.”( ))))))))))
In the MWE dictionary something like in the figure 2 will appear. A
correspondence will be defined in MWE dictionary between ”a fi” (to be)
and ”être”and between ”gratiile” (grace) and ”grâce”. A combination with
the relation ”et” (and) will be associated with the target ”grâce”.
Let us have now an expression with an extension ”a fi ı̂n gratiile languroase
ale cuiva” (literally ”to be in the languishing graces of someone”).The grammar rule for this expression is the following:
<Exp> -> ( ”a fi” [class = verb] ”ı̂n” [class = preposition] ”gratie” [class =
nom] [gender = feminine] [number = plural] [article = articled] [article type
= definite] [number = plural] ”languros” [class = adjective] [gender feminine]
[number = plural] ”cineva” [class = pronoun] [pronoun type = indefinite]
[case = genitive], ”a fi”( @r1 @( ”ı̂n”( @r2 @( ”gratie”( @r0 @( ”languros”()),
@r3 @( ”cineva”())))))))
The general transformation case (of type (a1)) can be represented as in
the figure 3. By applying this transformation case we will obtain the final
translated rule (see figure 2):
<Exp.’> -> (”être” [class = verb] ”dans” [class = preposition] ”le” [class
= article] [article type = definite] [gender = feminine] ”bon” [class adjective]
[gender = feminine] [number = plural] ”et” [class = conjunction] ”langoureux”
[class = adjective] [gender = feminine] ”grâce” [class = nom] [gender = feminine] ”de” [preposition] ”qn.” [class = pronoun] [pronoun type = indefinite],
”être”( @r4 @( ”dans”( @r5 @( ”grâce”( @r7 @( ”le”()), @r6 @( @rx@( ”bon”(),
”langoureux”())), @r8 @( ”de” ( @r9 @( ”qn.”())))))))))
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Source
expression

Target
expression

a fi

être

r1

r4

r7

în

dans

le

r2

r5

r8

grâce

de

r6

r9

graĠie

r3
cineva

bon

qn.

Fig. 3. Example - principle

The reconstruction of the surface text ”être dans les bonnes et langoureuses
grâce de qn.” will be done using a GDGF grammar (that is a reversible grammar [2]) of the target language and a mechanism to force the agreement between a subordinate and a terminal to which the subordination is realized
[4]. This mechanism says the followings: if the node B is subordinated by a
relation to the node A, then the attribute values of B will be forced accordingly with the attribute values of A as described in the agreement sections
of the grammar rules.

5

Conclusions

We presented how GDGF solve some problems of MWE treatment. We added
to the GDGF formalism the notions of correspondence, transfer, combination
and variability of MWE components (invariable, partial variable, total variable) that allow the MWE description and the MWE dictionary construction.
Using partial variability and the total variability, the method is important
not only for MWE but also it can be used to create a sort of dictionary
of grammatical structures. So, we can put in correspondence some specific
structures of the source language and the target language. The ideas pre-
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exp.

Target
expression
être

a fi
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Target
expression
être
r7

r1

r4

r7

r4

le

în

dans

le

dans

r8

r5

r8

r5

de

grâce

de

grâce

r9

r6

r9

r6

qn.

r2
graĠie
r3
cineva

Source
exp.
extension
r0
languros

bon

qn.

rx
1
bon

2
langoureux

Fig. 4. Example - result

sented in the paper were introduced in a language GRAALAN (Grammar
Abstract Language) that contains many other features, all of them based on
GDGF. This language is designated to describe pair of languages in order
to make possible the machine translation between them. GRAALAN is now
used to describe Romanian language and the correspondences with French
and English language.
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